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INSURANCE COMMISSION OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA AMENDMENT BILL 2013 
Committee 

Resumed from 6 August. The Deputy Chair of Committees (Hon Liz Behjat) in the chair; Hon Helen Morton 
(Minister for Mental Health) in charge of the bill. 

Clause 1: Short title — 
Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I think the minister was going to give me a response to a question. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Perhaps the honourable member might want to pose the question again to refresh the 
minister’s memory. 
Hon HELEN MORTON: No, that is fine. The question was around the setting of premiums. The compulsory 
third party insurance premium setting process is set out in section 3T of the Motor Vehicle (Third Party 
Insurance) Act 1943. It reads, in part — 

(1) At least once in each financial year, the Commission is to make an assessment of the extent to 
which the premium income of the Commission as estimated on the basis of existing scales of 
premiums, together with other income expected to be received under and for the purposes of 
this Act by the Commission, will be sufficient to meet claims, costs and other expenses 
anticipated to arise or be incurred under this Act. 

(2) Before making an assessment under subsection (1), the Commission shall procure and consider 
an actuarial report on the Fund.  

(3) If, having regard to an assessment made under subsection (1), the Commission is of the 
opinion that the existing scales of premiums are likely to be insufficient or excessive, the 
Commission shall submit for the approval of the Minister its recommendations for new scales 
of premiums and at the same time shall furnish to the Minister a copy of the actuarial report 
referred to in subsection (2). 

(4) The Minister may approve or refuse to approve recommended scales of premiums submitted 
under subsection (3) or may invite the Commission to review all or any of its 
recommendations. 

As required under section 3T and as a prerequisite to the premium requirements calculation, an independent 
actuary carries out an evaluation of the CTP outstanding claims. This valuation report serves three crucial 
purposes. Firstly, it forecasts the number of new claims likely to be received, based on the actual number of 
claims made over the preceding period—that is, the claims frequency. Secondly, it estimates the outstanding 
claims provision reserves required to pay outstanding claims when they fall due. Thirdly, it estimates, based on 
the most recent available data, the average cost of claims being incurred, which is an essential consideration in 
setting an adequate level of premium. The actuary is also provided with forecasts of the Insurance Commission’s 
administration expenses to be incurred over the financial year and details of any trends that are likely to impact 
the average cost of claims; that is, court decisions, legislative changes, industrial relations et cetera. In the 
briefest possible terms the methodology for setting premiums consists of projecting assets and liabilities of the 
third party insurance fund to the next balance date and then annually for a further five years to examine the 
resultant movement in solvency ratio. In future the actuary will produce forward estimates of revenue accounts 
under a number of scenarios which allow for variations in claim frequency, investment returns, dividend payouts 
and changes to premium rates. The projected revenue accounts are used to analyse the likely outcome on the 
third party insurance fund’s level of solvency—total assets to total liabilities—over the forecast period with a 
view to determining appropriate premium levels to meet the cost of claims and administration of the compulsory 
third party scheme and to maintain an adequate level of reserves. The actuary annually briefs the board of 
commissioners of the Insurance Commission on his report and recommendations. Taking account of the actuarial 
and management’s recommendations, the board then makes a recommendation to the Treasurer on appropriate 
premium levels. Following receipt of ministerial approval, the new scale of premiums is published in the 
Government Gazette. 

If that was a bit much, I am happy for the member to have a copy of that. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: No. I guess I am just intrigued, though, whether the minister is able to give us a short 
snapshot of how that process is different from the current process that the commission goes through when it is 
setting premiums. 
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Hon HELEN MORTON: Everything that I went through is precisely the same except for one thing. The advice 
states that in future the actuary will produce forward estimates of revenue accounts under a number of scenarios 
which allow for variations. I already mentioned variations in claims frequency, investment returns and changes 
in premium rates, and the extra dot point now is dividend payouts. 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: So there is no change in the time when those decisions are made. The process of getting 
actuarial advice currently occurs, I imagine, to feed into the midyear review. I am intrigued about whether the 
Insurance Commission will use old actuarial advice when it makes the decision in February to recommend a 
profit or whether it will get new actuarial advice to do that.  
Hon HELEN MORTON: The premium setting will be the same. There will be the interim dividend setting 
in February and the actuarial timetable will be the same.  
Hon Ken Travers: It will use the same actuarial report to set the interim dividend?  
Hon HELEN MORTON: Yes.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: So when will the actuarial report it relies on be produced? What is the time frame for 
producing that?  
Hon HELEN MORTON: The same actuarial report will be used for the setting of premiums and dividends, and 
that occurs in August.  
Hon KEN TRAVERS: So it will use an actuarial report from August to predict in February what the end of the 
financial year profits will be, on which it pays an interim dividend? Is that what we are talking about?  

Hon HELEN MORTON: The advice I have is that although that actuarial report will take place in August, right 
through to the end of December the information around things like current claims and profit figures, and what 
have you, will still continue to play into that consideration.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I will deal with that some more when the committee gets to the relevant clause on 
interim dividends.  

My next broad-ranging question about how individual clauses will operate is: looking at the 2012 report of 
ICWA, which is the most recent one available, will the minister indicate in how many of the last five years 
would ICWA have made a profit on which it could have paid that dividend? That is in the annual report, and 
I am intrigued to hear the minister’s explanation.  

Hon HELEN MORTON: I understand that that is probably two out of the five years. The bill allows a 
recommendation to be a nil payment, a nil dividend, and that is precisely why there is that recommendation.  
Hon Ken Travers: Can the minister say in what years she thinks it would have been able to make a dividend?  

Hon HELEN MORTON: I am sure I can. I will just check to see if my advice is the same.  

That information is not available at the moment. Certainly, the year just gone will be one of them.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: When the minister says the year just gone, is she talking about 2012–13 or 2011–12?  

Hon Helen Morton: The year 2011–12.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Can the minister say what she believes was the profit of ICWA in that year? I have the 
annual report in front of me and I am at a loss as to how she can suggest, looking at my reading of the report, 
how it would have made a profit in the 2011–12 financial year to be able to pay a dividend. 
Hon HELEN MORTON: The advice that was given was not correct. It related to the financial year just gone. 
There will be no profit in 2011–12 and therefore probably no dividend but there will be in 2012–13. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Again, looking at the annual report of ICWA, it would appear to me that basically in 
every year of the past five years, ICWA has had an underwriting loss. Any profit that it has made has been made 
not through its underwriting exercise but through its investment activities. Am I correct in saying that? 
Hon Helen Morton: Yes; that is always the case.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: That has allowed for the government to keep premiums down because of that 
accumulated benefit from the investment activities. I am intrigued as to how the government will be able to 
continue to claim that there will be no impact on premiums if it takes out a profit.  

Hon HELEN MORTON: As I said in my second reading response, the dividend is but one of the factors that 
would impact on that. A number of other factors would impact. I am advised that in recent years at least the bond 
rates and inflation would have had a bigger impact than the dividend that we are talking about.  
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Hon KEN TRAVERS: Is the minister able to tell us what impact the bond rate and inflation would have had on 
premiums over the past couple of years?  

Hon HELEN MORTON: I am advised that an increase of $200 million in outstanding claims and the lowest 
bond rates on record, coinciding with higher wage increases, would have had an impact.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: When the minister says there was a $200 million increase in claims — 

Hon Helen Morton: In outstanding claims.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Looking through the annual report, I note that cash is held but I imagine that the 
majority of cash held by ICWA would be for prudential requirements to potential claims—the money that it is 
keeping in cash. Is that correct? The cash assets are very small. They are held up against claims. Is the majority 
of its value held in physical assets or shares?  

Hon HELEN MORTON: That funding, that cash held, is to pay claims but it is also for cash investments. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I assume that the revenue the Insurance Commission of WA receives will match its 
expected claims, so it will need to hold it in order to pay the future claims and the majority of profit on which it 
pays dividend will be as a result of its investment activities. It may not have physically realised that value, so 
what is the government’s expectation about the payment of the dividend? Will ICWA need to borrow the money 
to pay the dividend as a number of other government trading enterprises in the energy sector do or will ICWA 
use cash, and if the dividend is paid through cash, how will it be generated? Will ICWA be required to sell some 
of its assets to be able to generate the cash to pay the dividend or will it be paid through borrowings? 
Hon HELEN MORTON: ICWA will have the liquidity to pay any dividend through the management of cash 
assets and holdings. So what I am saying is not misconstrued, I explain that ICWA is constantly buying and 
selling assets, and it is in that process that that will also be managed. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Can the minister give an absolute guarantee that the dividend will not be paid by way of 
borrowing so ICWA will never borrow to pay the dividend? Is the minister able to give that firm commitment? 
Hon Helen Morton: If you go beyond clause 1! 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Will the minister give the commitment? The quicker we get these commitments, the 
quicker we can move beyond clause 1. 

Hon HELEN MORTON: I cannot commit for future governments, but I can say there is no intention to borrow 
and there is no need to borrow. However, I cannot give the member the guarantee he is looking for that in future 
years a future government might not do something different. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: That is why it is important to get what the intent of the government is. If the intent is 
that ICWA will generate sufficient cash to be able to pay for the dividend in cash, as opposed to having a profit 
that is not actually being realised, but because the fair market value of its assets has changed, and the 
government has no intention of ever changing that, maybe we should look at an amendment to legislation to 
make it an absolute requirement for future governments. I have serious concerns about the way some of our 
energy utilities currently operate in that regard—they actually borrow to pay dividends. I would be even more 
concerned if we end up with a situation in which ICWA is borrowing to pay dividends against assets that have 
not had their value realised. I think it needs to be clear. Is it the government’s view that ICWA should never do 
that, and if that is the case, why would we not include it as an amendment to the legislation? 

The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Liz Behjat): I think we have been having a very wideranging debate on clause 1, 
both last night and tonight. I say to the honourable member that he is straying perhaps a little into things outside 
clause 1 and being a little too broad. I will give the minister the call, but it is appropriate for us to perhaps move 
on.  

Hon SUE ELLERY: Madam Deputy Chair — 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Is this a point of order? 

Hon SUE ELLERY: This is not a point of order; I am seeking clarification. The whole point of the clause 1 
debate is that it is a broad debate, so I would be concerned if it is the Chair’s view that it is a limited debate 
because that has not been the convention of the house.  
The DEPUTY CHAIR: I did not say that it was a limited debate; I said when we are starting to talk about 
hypothetical situations about future governments and foreshadowing amendments in relation to those matters 
you just raised, I would have thought they were perhaps a little bit outside the bounds of clause 1, but I was just 
cautioning the member. I did not make a ruling on that. Minister, you have the call. 
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Hon KEN TRAVERS: I want further clarification on the point you raised. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: It was not a point of order. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Well —  

Hon Nick Goiran: You need the call first, so wait for the call.  

The DEPUTY CHAIR: The minister has the call. I gave you a caution in relation to that.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am seeking clarification on that, which should go ahead of the minister being given the 
call.  

The DEPUTY CHAIR: I gave clarification to the Leader of the Opposition.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I need to get from you, Chair — 
Hon Nick Goiran: You do not have the call; sit down. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I am seeking a point of clarification on a point of order. The Chair cannot give the call 
until I have finished that.  

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY CHAIR: Order! One at a time on both sides. Hon Ken Travers, what are you seeking 
clarification on?  
Hon KEN TRAVERS: The points I was asking the minister about relate to whether we need to amend the 
legislation during this debate. I seek the Chair’s clarification. If I do not do that under clause 1, where in the 
debate will I do it?  
The DEPUTY CHAIR: I heard you ask her to bind future governments in relation to matters by amending this 
bill at the moment and I do not think the minister is in a position to do that.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I will explain to you, Chair, so you understand. I was asking whether it was the 
government’s intent that with the passage of this legislation certain things should not occur. If that is the intent, 
the question would be: should we then amend the legislation to enshrine that that be the intent of this legislation? 
To me, in a clause 1 debate we work out whether we need to amend the bill as we move through the individual 
clauses.  

Hon HELEN MORTON: I made it clear that we do not intend to use that ability to borrow. However, both the 
bill and the Insurance Commission of WA Act 1986 contain the provisions to do that, as follows — 

(1) Subject to this Act, the Commission may, with the approval of the Treasurer — 

(a) borrow, or re-borrow, moneys; or 

(b) obtain credit;  

One does not want to take that flexibility out of that act or out of the Insurance Commission of Western Australia 
Amendment Bill 2013. The point the member is debating is around clause 2 of the bill where it makes it clear 
that the profit forecast and recommendations may take into account any factors or circumstances that, in the 
commission’s opinion, may have a material effect on the commission’s financial position. That is where the 
commission’s financial position would be made clear and recommendations around the dividend would come 
forward. Do not forget that we have already discussed that there is an opportunity for a recommendation that 
there be no dividend paid. If the commission believed a recommendation should be made to not pay a dividend, 
that would be the board’s advice to the Treasurer.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The problem is that we know that that is only a recommendation. The minister can still 
decide otherwise. It is almost as though the government refuses to acknowledge that the capacity of the 
Insurance Commission of WA to pay that dividend will in part be dependent on where it sets the premiums, and I 
am not sure why that is the case. 

Hon Helen Morton: It is a tiny part.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It is not a tiny part. We went through this last night, and it depends on how the 
government sets the premiums. If we equate the $30 million dividend that the government expects to get from 
ICWA for last year to the number of vehicles in Western Australia, it is $15 a vehicle. That is equivalent to a 
16 per cent increase in third party premiums for motor vehicles. The minister sits there and says that it will not 
happen, but I can see it very easily occurring if we do not put sufficient protections into this legislation to stop it 
happening. I am not talking about the general capacity of ICWA to borrow, because I know it runs an overdraft, 
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and I am sure that is done for very sound financial reasons in its day-to-day operations. I can imagine a range of 
reasons that ICWA might want to operate on an overdraft. I am not talking about restricting ICWA’s capacity to 
borrow for its day-to-day operations; I am talking about amending this legislation to prevent a future government 
forcing ICWA into a position of borrowing. For example, there may be a significant increase in ICWA’s fair 
market value, but it has not realised that into cash and it may not be the opportune time for ICWA to convert that 
into cash.  

The minister says the dividend to government will be only a small part of premiums, but my view is it could 
potentially increase premiums by six per cent per annum. The minister has yet to convince me or to give me any 
evidence to the contrary. There is no doubt that as a result of the passage of this bill the pressure will be on 
ICWA to ensure that it gets more money from premiums to pay claims. If that is where the minister is heading, 
that will put pressure on ICWA to increase premiums. ICWA will be under greater pressure to increase 
premiums so that it can match the claims and so that investment activities are available to government. Those are 
all decisions that, ultimately, if this legislation is passed in its current form, will come back to the minister of the 
day. It will not come back to the board, but to the minister of the day. The minister can say, “No, I want the 
premiums to go up by X amount because I want to use this as a method, effectively, for taxing the public.” The 
minister says it cannot happen, but I can give her an example. When members passed the Perth Parking 
Management (Taxing) Bill through this place, I do not think they envisaged that in a five-year period that tax 
would increase by over 300 per cent, but that is what the current government has done. That is clearly well 
beyond the intent of the legislation that was passed. It is absolutely crucial that the government is clear about its 
intent, and whether that is the intent to explain why it would not be prepared to work with the opposition to 
develop amendments to ensure that that is what happens going forward.  

Hon HELEN MORTON: This is one of those situations in which it will not matter how much information I 
give or how often I repeat that information to Hon Ken Travers, because he will not be satisfied with it. He says 
that I am yet to convince him and I have not provided any information, whereas I believe I have provided 
sufficient information. I complete my comment on this by saying that there are two clear points in the legislation 
by which the commission and the minister will take into account factors impacting the financial position of the 
commission and compulsory third party premiums. I refer to section 3T of the Motor Vehicle (Third Party 
Insurance) Act, and proposed section 28(2) of this amendment bill.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I will ask the minister one simple, clear question and if she can answer it, I am sure that 
it will assist us to move on. What impact will generating a $25 million to $30 million dividend have in 
percentage terms on premiums? 

Several members interjected. 
The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Liz Behjat): Order! 

Hon HELEN MORTON: I know that I have covered this before. Again, this answer will not satisfy 
Hon Ken Travers because he wants a figure. But the thing is that this question cannot be answered with a figure 
because of all the variables that will occur in any one year. If investments go well, there will be no effect; if the 
claims experience is going well, there will be no effect et cetera. Therefore, to try to put a figure on that answer 
is not possible. The member says that he does not want the words, but with all the flexibilities and all the 
different variables that we have previously talked about both in the second reading debate and since then, the 
words are that we cannot give a percentage—such as one per cent, two per cent, nil per cent or minus three per 
cent—that would hold up through all the variations that occur year in, year out.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Minister, that is rubbish! I am sorry, but, with all due respect, every year the government 
will ask the Insurance Commission of WA to do that exact exercise. 
Hon Helen Morton: Exactly. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: So the minister can give us that answer. I would be amazed — 

Hon Helen Morton: Every year it’ll be different. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Yes, but I would be absolutely amazed if that work has not already been done. So, I will 
try an alternative view. When ICWA tries to set the premiums each year, does the government have a goal in 
mind of what dividend it expects to have? That would start with the profit that ICWA would expect. At some 
point, if the government has not already done that, it will need to do it. Again, I would find it extraordinary if in 
developing this legislation the government did not have a target dividend that it will aim for each year. 

Hon HELEN MORTON: I covered this in my speech and I made it clear that there was an estimate. I think I 
said that the estimate ranged from $25 million to $30 million. I cannot remember; was that the figure that I used?  
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Hon Ken Travers: That’s for the last year. 

Hon HELEN MORTON: Yes. So each year there will be an estimate in the budget papers and the member will 
find something in the budget papers tomorrow.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Minister, that is a very disrespectful answer to the chamber. I am not asking what the 
dividend would be for last year; I am asking whether the government has set what it expects its target — 

Hon Helen Morton: And I’ve said it will be in the budget papers tomorrow. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The minister is asking us to pass legislation, so should we just defer the bill until 
tomorrow and wait until we get it? 
Hon Helen Morton: That’s up to you, but what I’m saying is that that figure will change each year. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: That is interesting because the other corporations that pay dividends to government—for 
instance, the port authorities—have a target rate of return on their investments of five to eight per cent. That has 
been a longstanding policy of governments from both sides of politics, and that effectively determines the rate of 
return and therefore the profits and therefore the dividends that come from the corporations. 
Hon Helen Morton: We have given you that figure. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: What is the target rate of return that the government expects from the Insurance 
Commission of WA? 

Hon HELEN MORTON: I have given the member the figure. I will run through the agencies that the member 
is talking about. These are the dividends after tax on profits: Horizon Power, 65 per cent; Verve Energy, 65 per 
cent — 

Hon Ken Travers: You’ve missed the question, minister. 

Hon HELEN MORTON: No; the member has to listen to me. He keeps running a sideline issue. I am telling 
him that I have given him this information. I will continue with the figures. They are: Western Power, 65 per 
cent; Water Corporation, 85 per cent; Western Australian Land Authority, 65 per cent; Gold Corporation, 75 per 
cent; Western Australian Treasury Corporation, 65 per cent; state port authorities, 65 per cent; and Forest 
Products Commission, 65 per cent. We are saying that it will be 65 per cent for ICWA. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I did not ask the minister what the percentage of the profit would be returned as a 
dividend. I asked her what would be the target rate of return on the investments that the government is aiming 
for. The port authorities pay 65 per cent, but they have a target rate of return on their assets of five to eight per 
cent. That is what they are required to generate. That then produces the figure of $15 million in the case of the 
Geraldton Port Authority, of which we take 65 per cent. The rate of return on the investments is the crucial 
figure. I understand what the percentage is. What has the government set as the target rate of return for ICWA to 
achieve on its investments, because that will determine the profit, subject to the percentage of the claims that will 
come out as a result of the premiums collected? What does the government expect will be the target rate of 
return on ICWA’s investments? 

Hon HELEN MORTON: Hon Ken Travers mixed up two concepts in his discussion, as is often his approach to 
these things. 

Hon Ken Travers: No; you mixed them up, minister. I asked you a separate question. 
Hon HELEN MORTON: The member talked about investment returns, which is the consumer price index plus 
3.5 per cent. He also mixed up the return on equity, and the government does not have a figure for that. 

Hon Ken Travers: So what is the CPI plus 3.5 per cent on? 

Hon HELEN MORTON: ICWA’s investment target is CPI plus 3.5 per cent. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I thank the minister. I did not mix up anything; that is the figure I was after. What is the 
target rate for premiums with regard to potential claims? When setting premiums, what percentage of the 
estimated claims does the government expect premiums to be? 
Hon HELEN MORTON: The claims have been about 120 per cent of the premiums.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Is it the government’s intention that that should change going forward, or can the 
minister give us a commitment that the government intends to maintain claims at about 120 per cent of 
premiums? 

Hon HELEN MORTON: Again, that is volatile and it changes every year.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Sorry, minister; the minister just said that that has been its position, so — 
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Hon Helen Morton: No; I said that is what it is at the moment, and especially for last year.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: But when the minister says “last year”, which year does the minister mean by that? The 
last reported year or the last actual financial year? 

Hon Helen Morton: It is 2011-12. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I would have thought that when the government sits down to set premiums after this bill 
is passed, it will need to have a target that it expects the premiums to collect of the estimated claims. I realise 
that that may change throughout the year because claims histories may alter throughout the year, but I would 
have thought each year the government would have a consistent target. I am pretty sure from my briefing that 
there is an expectation in Treasury going forward of how much of the claims should be collected by way of 
premiums, and what is that target? 
Hon HELEN MORTON: The answer to the specific question the member asked is no. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The minister does not have one? I do not expect the minister to answer this, but that says 
to me that the government is asking us to pass legislation in this chamber that effectively shows that the 
government does not even have it and is unable to give it to us, and that it is setting up a scenario of the 
Insurance Commission of WA becoming a cash cow for this government—if not this government, potentially for 
future governments. I will make that point, and if that is what the chamber wants to do, that is the will of the 
chamber. But I think it will be a very sad day, and I have no doubt there will be many people around this place 
and people in Western Australia who will be very disappointed as that moves forward.  

Clause put and passed.  
Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed.  
Clause 4: Part II Division 4 Subdivision D inserted — 
The DEPUTY CHAIR: We have amendment 1/4 listed on issue 1 of supplementary notice paper 15 standing in 
the name of Hon Ken Travers. Do you want to move the amendment first?  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Not quite yet; I just want to give an explanation to the chamber.  

Members have clearly made the decision as a chamber of having ICWA pay dividends to the government. That 
is the decision of the chamber, and, subject to the third reading of the bill, that will be what goes forward. There 
are two ways in which dividends are paid in Western Australia by way of government trading enterprises. One is 
to pay an interim dividend, and the second is to pay a full and final dividend. So the interim dividend is paid in 
the same year the profits are being accrued by the organisation. The second way of doing it is to pay a full and 
final dividend in the year after the year in which the profits were achieved. It is my view that the purpose of the 
interim dividend being included in this legislation was so the government could get its hands on some additional 
cash before the end of the last financial year because it was looking to balance its budget. Obviously, of course, 
that has not now occurred. We are already in the following financial year. If the bill gets through the third 
reading, there is no doubt in my mind that a dividend will be paid to the government. The minister has already 
clearly indicated that her estimation is that about $25 million to $30 million will be paid in this year based on last 
year’s profits.  

The question is: should we then also start to pay an interim dividend on top of that? Some agencies have interim 
dividends. In organisations such as the Water Corporation, I imagine it is pretty easy to work it out. The interim 
dividend will now be 98 per cent of the estimated profit for that financial year; it used to be 93 per cent. The 
business model of the Water Corporation is such that it has a pretty good idea. Its highest risk period is over the 
summer months—for example, if we had complete water restrictions. By the time we get to February, it is 
probably pretty safe to set an interim dividend for that year. We have just had a long debate about this. The 
minister just pointed out to the chamber how complex the operations of ICWA are. Its financing investment 
activities and claims are volatile. It is a very dangerous thing to set an interim dividend using an August actuarial 
report, even updated through to February, to go through to the end of the financial year. It is unnecessary 
because, if this bill is passed, from this year on the government will get a dividend in every year. All that will 
happen is that it will not get a doubled-up dividend this financial year.  

My preference is to completely delete proposed section 28 so that there is no capacity for interim dividends. 
When we get to a final vote on proposed section 28(4), it is my intention to move to defeat it, so there will be 
only proposed section 29, “Annual dividend”. That is to follow section 27 of the substantive act. Of course that 
may not be acceptable to the chamber. I want to give the chamber an alternative option to deleting all those 
words, but if I were to seek to delete all those words and fail, I then could not move an amendment. 
Unfortunately, I need to put up an amendment that may be acceptable to the chamber. That amendment would 
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restrict the interim dividend to being not more than 50 per cent of the commission’s forecast net profits. 
Originally, I looked at the idea of trying to set up an arrangement in which the interim dividend was no more 
than the profits from the first half of the financial year. My view is that that would have been quite a complex 
thing to achieve, but that would have more reflected the commercial business practices that occur when private 
companies pay interim dividends. They pay it based on the profits up to a certain point in the year and then they 
pay out the final dividend on the full-year profits.  

The alternative was to set it at 50 per cent, and that is the amendment standing in my name on the supplementary 
notice paper that I will move shortly. Of course, it also allows the Insurance Commission of WA to pay a nil 
amount as an interim dividend. It is my view that this would be a far better arrangement than the current 
situation. I do not see why we need to have interim dividends. Port authorities do not pay interim dividends. A 
range of government trading enterprises do not pay interim dividends. I think that the nature of ICWA as an 
organisation and the volatilities that the minister used to explain why she could not give me the answers to some 
simple questions earlier tonight reinforce ICWA setting an interim dividend and paying it across, rather than 
paying a full and final dividend. It would be better to do it after the financial year when all the books have been 
squared off. I say to members of the chamber that it is my intention, firstly, to seek to amend clause 4. If I am not 
successful with that, or even if I am successful, my intention is to seek to delete all the lines that provide for an 
interim dividend—that is, in proposed section 28 in clause 4 of the legislation. That still allows the government 
to do what it wants to do, to get the money that it wants to get, but I think it would make it a far safer situation. If 
we do not do it that way, the problem that will occur is that potentially the Insurance Commission will pay a 
dividend, and then in the following years it will have to jack up the premiums even more, and that will be an 
impost on people. My view is that this whole arrangement will jack up premiums, but this will jack up premiums 
to pay a profit that was never there in the first place. 

Last night we heard Hon Nick Goiran put his view that the changes made to the Motor Vehicle (Third Party 
Insurance) Act back in 1994 should potentially be rescinded. In my view, that will never be able to occur once 
we move forward. The profits that are currently being generated could have been used to make some 
amendments such as that or, as we discussed yesterday, to bring in the National Injury Insurance Scheme. 
Completely new sources of funding or increased premiums will now be needed to do it. With those comments, I 
will move amendment 1/4 standing in my name on the supplementary notice paper to restrict the interim 
dividend to 50 per cent of the forecast of the commission’s net profits. I move — 

Page 3, lines 1 to 6 — To delete the lines and insert — 

(c) recommends whether the Commission should pay the State an interim dividend of not 
more than 50 per cent of the forecast of the Commission’s net profits.  

Hon HELEN MORTON: With regard to the interim dividend, I would like to repeat some of the comments I 
made in my reply second reading debate. The bill provides for the Insurance Commission to recommend both an 
interim and a final dividend, payable each financial year. The interim dividend recommendation will be based on 
65 per cent of the year-end forecast profit position after tax as a guide. The final dividend recommendation will 
ultimately be a matter for consideration between the Insurance Commission board and the Treasurer. In respect 
of the interim dividend, the government expects the commission to use its considerable experience in the 
insurance industry when making a recommendation to the Treasurer. I guess I am also banking on the fact that 
the people who are experts in this field of insurance are sitting here, providing advice to me. They are giving us 
some fairly clear advice about the ability of the Insurance Commission to use its experience in forecasting and 
making that recommendation, taking into account all the factors that we have already mentioned. We would 
expect the commission to be conservative and to cater for any circumstances that might lead to a change in the 
full-year profit forecast. The interim dividend, although advised by the commission to the Treasurer by the end 
of February, is payable by 30 June of that year. That is the time frame involved. Should any changes occur to 
materially alter this full-year profit estimate, the commission will raise the matter with the Treasurer. There is an 
expectation that the board will be conservative in setting an interim dividend and may, as I have said frequently, 
make a recommendation to set a new interim dividend. 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: I listened with great interest to Hon Ken Travers’ discussion in relation to this 
clause, and particularly to the reasons for the amendment that he has moved. Essentially, he is trying to tell us 
that, for some reason, the nature of the insurance provided by ICWA has a form of clunkiness or unpredictability 
about it that does not allow for an interim dividend. There are various types of insurance products available that 
do have some of that clunkiness. Disaster insurance is one; sometimes workers’ compensation insurance can also 
be clunky and unpredictable. The type of insurance that is provided by ICWA—compulsory third party 
insurance—is probably close to being the most stable and predictable type of insurance in revenue, premium 
income and expenditure in claims that one could find. Motor registration is spread across the whole year and 
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compulsory third party insurance is also spread throughout the entirety of the year, almost on a daily basis—and 
with electronic transfers being the norm for payment, they do happen on a daily basis. There is very little 
variation from month to month or even week to week in the insurance premiums collected; it is similar with the 
incidents that give rise to claims. Unfortunately, they happen on a daily basis—every single day—and, again, 
with some very minor fluctuations as to the time of day and seasonality. The incidents that give rise to claims 
and the nature of those claims are about as predictable as one could get within any form of insurance business. 
There would be very little variation across the whole year.  
On top of that, ICWA is not a new business; ICWA has decades of historical claims experience that guides its 
management team and its board on its revenue streams and its outlays. If there is another more stable, more 
predictable insurance business across a 12-month period, I would like to hear about it from Hon Ken Travers. 
But in this case, there is absolutely no justification for the claim that he is trying to make—that, somehow or 
other, between February and June of each financial year, there will be some unknown, some unthought-of, 
unpredicted set of claims, or, on the flip side, a series of revenue disasters that would, for one reason or another, 
throw out the entirety of the financial efficacy with which ICWA has been operating for the past few decades. 
That is just ridiculous! Hon Ken Travers can come into this chamber and make some sort of political argument 
about the interim dividend, but he should not try to make some sort of revenue-based or expenditure-based claim 
that an interim dividend is not appropriate in these circumstances. Given that in the course of this debate 
Hon Ken Travers has referred to the principles of competitive neutrality, let us look at some of the competitors in 
the marketplace—not direct competitors of course, but Australian publicly listed insurance companies such as 
Insurance Australia Group, QBE Insurance, Wesfarmers and other listed insurers. They all declare interim 
dividends every single year, and have done so for many, many years. 

Hon Ken Travers: At what percentage? 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: The nature of their business in fact has a higher risk of fluctuation from month 
to month and from quarter to quarter. That is because a lot of them offer flood insurance, disaster insurance, 
bushfire insurance and so forth, which can be far more clunky and unpredictable than compulsory third party 
vehicle insurance, and has been so over many decades right across Australia. If those companies can do it, so can 
the Insurance Commission of WA. 
Hon Ken Travers interjects and asks, “At what percentage?” That is why we have a capable management team 
and a board. The management team and the board can determine the interim dividend based on the information 
and other commitments they have at the time. They may have timed some non–insurance related payments or 
income across the year at various periods of the year. In February of any particular financial year there is a 
strong flow of information on what is happening in that year. I am more than comfortable to leave the 
recommendation for an interim dividend to the people who are charged with running this organisation, and who 
have quite clearly demonstrated over a significant period that they are capable of running this organisation—
running it well, running it profitably in the main and making sure that it provides the compulsory third party 
insurance that it is charged to provide. For us to second-guess the decisions of the board and of the management 
team would be fraught with danger. We would be returning to the bad old days prior to the competition reforms 
and prior to the introduction of government trading enterprises and competitive neutrality principles. For that 
reason, I am personally not in a position to support the amendment moved by Hon Ken Travers. 
Hon KEN TRAVERS: The honourable member raises some interesting points. If it were ultimately left to the 
board to make the decision, I would probably agree with him, but the way in which the ICWA act is structured is 
one of the problems the member has with his argument. In the case of the non-private sector, boards are 
ultimately responsible for their activities and they would be reluctant to pay a dividend when it would be likely 
to have an adverse impact. One problem the member has with this scenario is that it is ultimately the Treasurer 
who makes the decision. A problem with a number of retail government trading enterprises, which is 
increasingly becoming the case, is that although boards run them, governments then interfere in them. I suggest 
that the member read the Auditor General’s reports over the past five years about the failure of this Parliament to 
be given statements of corporate intent for port authorities. The Parliament has not been able to get those 
statements of corporate intent because the central government does not agree with the decisions made at the 
board level and seeks to override the decisions of the board. The most recent statement of corporate intent 
includes at the back of it a list of financial data in which the government has said that it has passed the statement 
of corporate intent on the clear understanding that the board will not move beyond those financial criteria. There 
is a disconnect. 

I do not doubt the board will act responsibly, but it only makes recommendations to the minister. The 
government brought this legislation into existence and tried to race it through before the end of the last financial 
year in a desperate attempt to get its hands on some cash to balance the budget. That is what members must 
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protect against in the future. This government may not do it, but a government in 10 or 15 years’ time may try to 
do that. That is what this legislation stands for.  

I agree that the revenue side of ICWA is fairly stable, and it is fairly stable in its annual reports. It basically has 
the number of vehicles in Western Australia and the rate that is set, and the growth is there. There may be a 
slight variation in predicted growth in vehicles and the expense claims have been variable, but, again, members 
can look back to the annual reports to see that.  

Hon Peter Katsambanis: A very predictable range.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: If Hon Peter Katsambanis thinks a 20 per cent difference is a predictable range, that is 
fine.  

Hon Peter Katsambanis: Yes, and it comes into that—real-time information.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: Yes, but the difficulty is it is getting to a level of lumpiness in claims. Investment is a 
large part of ICWA’s activities, and they can also change. I do not want to revisit the earlier debates on that, but 
it is incumbent upon this chamber to act with caution on these matters. If the member were talking about seeking 
to remove the capacity of the minister to override the recommendation of the board and we were to arrive at the 
scenario that the board is ultimately accountable and it makes the decisions, I would be keen to talk to my 
colleagues about supporting something along those lines, because then there would be the sort of accountability 
that exists in the private sector. But I am concerned that with the way the bill is structured there is not that same 
accountability that exists in the private sector to which the member was referring.  

One thing that has protected ICWA is its strong asset base. That is why its solvency ratio a couple of years ago 
got to 150 per cent as opposed to 125 per cent, which is its target range. That is why premiums have not gone up 
for two years. That was heavily due to the strong investment side of ICWA, and not necessarily related to the 
premiums, because as well as premiums not going up, claims were going up during that period. I have made my 
point, I am more than happy to move on with the debate.  

Amendment put and negatived. 
The DEPUTY CHAIR (Hon Simon O’Brien): We now return to the question that clause 4 stand as printed. I 
note a further amendment standing in the name of Hon Ken Travers on the supplementary notice paper. Does the 
member wish to move that?  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: No, because it is obviously consequential to the first amendment. The committee has 
made that decision. 

I have one question for the minister on clause 4 and the setting of the dividend. We have heard a lot about 
competitive neutrality. The other thing that the government has talked about is how a dividend is paid in other 
states in Australia. I note that it is paid in some states but in South Australia, it is not a dividend; it is paid into 
things such as the SA Ambulance Service and the state rescue helicopter, which I suspect can have a flow-on 
benefit in potentially reducing claims and benefitting the claims side of the business.  
Hon Peter Katsambanis: It depends which actuaries you speak to. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: The golden hour is often seen as a very important part of the long-term survival rate of 
victims of car accidents and other accidents. 

Hon Peter Katsambanis: I think that is the point I was getting at.  

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I think it is not a bad idea if the profits were paid in to allow ICWA to use that money to 
invest. I think the Transport Accident Commission in Victoria does a lot of work on road safety matters and 
promoting road safety as a way of trying to keep claims down by improving the claims side of the business. I am 
not sure how successful that is—other than the commission at times having supported some fairly dodgy football 
teams!  

I get back to the serious point of the debate. The minister talks about competitive neutrality and bringing ICWA 
into being relative to the other states. Can the minister explain why the Western Australian government will have 
the highest percentage of profit being paid to it by ICWA of any insurance commission in Australia? I think the 
minister has indicated that it is government policy to set the percentage at 65 per cent of profits. Can the minister 
explain why the Insurance Commission of Western Australia will have the highest percentage of profits of any 
insurance commission in Australia being paid as a dividend? What is the rationale for that? 

Hon HELEN MORTON: This is consistent with the government’s dividend policy and also consistent with 
other entities that pay a dividend throughout Western Australia. That is the reason the percentage is set at 
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65 per cent—it is the starting point at which it is set. The fact it is higher than that of other states is coincidental. 
It is consistent with the dividend policy in Western Australia for all of the government trading enterprises. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It may be consistent with the dividend policy for other government trading enterprises, 
but they are different business structures. I might add that the increase to 65 per cent was a decision of this 
government and is one of the previous ways it has increased its revenue streams. The percentage for most trading 
enterprises used to be 50 per cent, as it is in the other states in Australia. I would have thought it was not a case 
of how the dividend relates to the port authorities or the like in Western Australia that pay 65 per cent. If the 
issue is competitive neutrality—which I think is a nonsense term, but that is the argument the minister’s 
government uses for doing this—surely we should set the dividend at the national standard, which is 50–50; that 
is, 50 per cent is retained as profits and 50 per cent is paid across to the government. 

Hon HELEN MORTON: I say again that it is a WA policy position that has been set, and as I said before, that 
65 per cent is a starting point—it is the guide—and it could go up or down depending on all those factors we 
have talked about. I do not think we should start trying to become the same as other states in areas like this. In 
South Australia, for example, premiums are up around $460, and I do not think we want to go in that direction. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: It is funny because last night Hon Nick Goiran suggested we should go to a no-fault 
scheme. We are going in that direction. It is a bit simplistic to say that South Australia’s model is X and 
therefore we do not want to go in that direction. This bill is about going in that direction; it is about moving us 
closer to the eastern states’ system. If we implement a no-fault scheme and reverse the decision of 1994 that Hon 
Nick Goiran suggested we might like to think about, I expect our premiums will be not just equal to but—we 
will be taking out 65 per cent of profits—probably higher than South Australia’s premiums. That is the 
fundamental problem with the legislation as it is constructed. We should be looking at how other states treat this. 
The minister has used that as an argument to justify it. Their scheme is 50–50. Using the other states’ model of 
taking out a percentage of profit, the minister has implemented it and is jumping over them to take out 65 per 
cent of the profit. That means less retained earnings, less funds for investment, less profit and higher premiums. 
It is important that the house be clear that this bill will increase premiums to a higher rate than the rates of any 
other state in Australia.  

Hon HELEN MORTON: I want to correct something Hon Ken Travers commented on about South Australia. 
The $460 annual premium does not include its no-fault insurance, which it expects to bring in by the end of next 
year. Its no-fault insurance cost will be on top of that $460.  

Hon Ken Travers: Currently they pay out on small claims that Hon Nick Goiran talked about, though, don’t 
they? 

Hon HELEN MORTON: I do not think the member can say it is comparable. It will be a long way from 
making our premiums worse than South Australia’s.  

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: On this issue of states paying percentages of profit as dividends, since Hon 
Ken Travers felt like referring to the Transport Accident Commission of Victoria, I would like to point out to 
him—not that I am can condoning it in any way—that in 2012 the Victorian Transport Accident Commission, 
the equivalent of our ICWA, made a loss of about $1 billion. The Victorian government still extracted a 
dividend. I cannot calculate negative percentages such as that but it certainly did not take 50 per cent of profits.  
Hon Ken Travers: You’re scaring me even more now.  

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: As I said, I do not condone that. Obviously, it has a different financial 
structure. I have not looked at its structure in any great detail in the last few years, but it would not have the non-
premium revenue that ICWA has. Hon Ken Travers should not make claims as though there is some sort of 50 
per cent standard that every state adheres to and for some reason Western Australia does not adhere to that 
standard. I am very glad we are talking about taking dividends from profits. I attribute a lot of that to the good 
management of ICWA by its management team and its board. May it continue to make profits and may we 
continue to have an argument about what percentage of profits we take as a dividend because, heaven forbid that 
we end up in a situation in which our compulsory third party insurance scheme is running at billion dollar losses 
each and every year.  
Hon NICK GOIRAN: While we seem to all be in the process of correcting Hon Ken Travers, I take the 
opportunity to join in, just briefly, only because I have listened to the honourable member’s contribution 
throughout the entire debate on this bill. It might surprise the member that although I was away on urgent 
parliamentary business, I am still aware of his contribution, as sickening as that may sound to some other 
members!  

Hon Ken Travers: I was sure you would be! 
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Hon NICK GOIRAN: I followed the member’s contribution, even then. With due respect to the honourable 
member, he tried to skew what I said yesterday a little. In no way could my comments last night be considered to 
be some form of advocacy for higher premiums. All I said yesterday was that, in my view, if we paid injured 
Western Australians their rightful amount of damages, I would question the amount of surplus funding available 
to pay a dividend. That is what I said. I was not in any way suggesting we should somehow increase premiums. 
My point is that under the regime at the moment, we cannot pay the rightful amount of damages. I made it 
expressly clear last night that I am not criticising the Insurance Commission of Western Australia, because it is 
administering the scheme this Parliament has told it to administer. I have suggested we have a case for some 
reform. This is not the time for it, and this is not the bill for it. I noted from reading the draft Hansard the 
suggestion that somehow I was referring to a different act. I am aware it is the Motor Vehicle (Third Party 
Insurance) Act that needs to be amended. That is the area that, in my view, requires reform. If someone were to 
look at it, maybe they would come to the conclusion that for some cogent reasons it cannot be done. I made the 
point last night that there has been no change or review of this act since 1994 when the threshold was $10 000, 
and now it is $19 000. What we do now is to make sure that whenever someone is injured in a motor vehicle 
accident, they do not get $19 000. I think that is unfair; that is my personal view and other members might have 
a different view. I am suggesting that if the regime is changed, there may not be any profits to distribute. That is 
what I said, and I hope that is crystal clear for members, including the lead speaker for the opposition, so it 
cannot be skewed in a way to suggest other things.  
Hon KEN TRAVERS: The member may have interpreted my comments last night as suggesting that he was 
arguing for an increase in premiums, but I understood exactly what he was saying; that is, this money could be 
used to allow those changes to occur. My point is that if we pass this bill, that money will not be there and the 
only way Hon Nick Goiran would be able to make those changes would be to increase premiums.  
I share Hon Peter Katsambanis’s concerns about a government taking a dividend out of an organisation that has 
made a loss over a financial year. I am not aware of the precise details to which the member referred, but I agree 
with him that that is a concern. In fact, it raised an interesting point for me and as a result of that we should 
probably ask the minister about that. The way this act is currently written means that technically the government 
could set an interim dividend in February based on forecast profits, and the minister could insist on that being 
paid even though the minister would know before the end of the year that ICWA would not achieve the forecast 
profits. When those things happen, it reinforces the issue we were talking about earlier that in this area 
circumstances can change quite quickly. Can the minister give us an absolute ironclad guarantee that this 
legislation in no way provides for a dividend to be paid across in a year in which ICWA does not make a profit?  

Hon HELEN MORTON: I refer the member to clause 4. Under the heading “Subdivision D — Dividends to 
State”, proposed section 28, “Interim dividend”, makes it really clear. Proposed section 28 states — 

(1) Not later than the last day of February in each financial year, the Commission must give the 
Minister a written report that — 
(a) sets out a forecast of the Commission’s net profits for that financial year, prepared in 

accordance with generally accepted accounting practice; and 
(b) states any factors or circumstances that the Commission has taken into account … 
(c) recommends — 

(i) whether the Commission should pay the State an interim dividend for that 
financial year; and 

(ii) the amount of the interim dividend (if any). 

(2) The profit forecast and recommendation may take into account … 

All the things that we have talked about — 

(3) On receiving a report under subsection (1), the Minister must — 

(a) with the Treasurer’s concurrence … 

Et cetera. So, it really does require that the interim dividend is based on the net profits for that financial year. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I accept that with respect to proposed section 29. The interesting issue is that under 
proposed section 28, we could have a situation whereby the government sets an interim dividend based on the 
forecast profit, but then that forecast profit is never achieved and the Treasurer could still insist on that forecast 
profit being paid—could they not—even though it never materialises. 
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Hon HELEN MORTON: This goes back to the comments, which I think I made previously, that the actual 
payment is not made until the end of the financial year and in that time frame, the board can go back to the 
Treasurer and seek to have that payment varied. 

Hon KEN TRAVERS: I do not disagree with that, minister, but the point I am making is that the government 
could be in that situation. I accept that proposed section 29 is very clear: if there has not been a profit, ICWA 
cannot pay a final dividend. However, proposed section 28 is structured on a forecast profit, so in February 
ICWA could  realise it is not going to make a profit, go to the Treasurer and say that it is not going to make a 
profit and the Treasurer could say, “Yes, but that’s your problem. I still want to have an operating surplus at the 
end of the financial year and if I do not get the $30 million you’re about to give me, I won’t have that operating 
surplus so, tough, pay across the dividend.” Does anything in this legislation stop that from occurring, because I 
cannot see it? 
Hon HELEN MORTON: The aspect that should give the member the comfort he is looking for is that there is 
an expectation that the board’s recommendation will be conservative. It is also understood that the board is very 
experienced, but if for some reason the Treasurer does not accept the report’s recommendation on the amount of 
the interim dividend, it must be a direction and it is reported to Parliament so it becomes very transparent that 
that has occurred.  
Clause put and passed. 
Title put and passed. 

Report 
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted. 

Third Reading 
HON HELEN MORTON (East Metropolitan — Minister for Mental Health) [9.11 pm]: I move — 

That the bill be now read a third time. 

HON PETER KATSAMBANIS (North Metropolitan) [9.11 pm]: I rise to speak on the third reading of the 
Insurance Commission of Western Australia Amendment Bill because I listened intently to the debate both on 
the second reading and in committee and I thought it was very important that some of the things that were put on 
the record not be left unchallenged, particularly in relation to some of the competition principles underlying the 
entire national competition policy in Australia that led to the creation of government trading enterprises and 
therefore to the principles of competitive neutrality that ought to drive government trading enterprises across 
Australia. In one of the contributions by Hon Ken Travers to the debate, he suggested that the principles of 
competitive neutrality somehow or other arose magically out of the introduction of the new goods and services 
tax system in the late 1990s and early 2000s. That was not the case at all. I have listened to Hon Ken Travers 
refer in this place a few times to all sorts of things stemming from the introduction of the goods and services tax. 

Hon Ken Travers: It was certainly part of the negotiations. 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: No. Hon Ken Travers might listen to this; it may just jog his memory. I think 
he probably recalls all of this. For the benefit of other members, the national competition policy reforms that led 
to the introduction of the national competition principles and the principles of competitive neutrality contained 
within those principles in relation to government trading enterprises actually arose under a federal Labor 
government. They arose out of the commissioning of what became known as the Hilmer report, which may jog 
Hon Ken Travers’ memory. The Hilmer report was commissioned by a very different type of Labor 
government—one that prided itself on being a reformist government. That report was commissioned in 1992 and 
delivered in 1993. After that, there were a series of meetings that lead to a Council of Australian Governments 
agreement in February 1994 that was signed by the commonwealth, again under a Labor government, and all the 
state and territory governments.  
Hon Ken Travers: And there were competition payments that flowed out of amendments to the national 
competition policy. 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: I think Hon Ken Travers has had his go! We may get there; I was not intending 
to go to the bonuses and payments that flowed from the introduction of those reforms. I think it may be a little 
beyond the scope of this debate, Hon Ken Travers.  
But it is instructive to note that that Labor government that led the charge on national competition policy was a 
very different beast from Labor across Australia today—20-odd years later. That government prided itself on 
reform; the Labor Party of the modern era seems to pride itself on division, dysfunction and driving Australia 
back to some, I do not know, pre-industrial era—certainly pre-competition era. 
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Hon Stephen Dawson: That’s outrageous!  

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: We do digress a little; I got the member fired up there! I certainly got him fired 
up!  

Several members interjected. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Simon O’Brien): Order! Hon Peter Katsambanis has the call to stretch the 
bounds of the third reading debate at this moment! 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: Thank you, Mr Deputy President. 

As I was saying before I was rudely interrupted, the principles of competitive neutrality do not arise out of the 
GST; they arise out of that reform process that happened in an earlier part of the 1990s, and I think successive 
governments—both federal and state of all political persuasions—have for many years adhered to those 
principles to the benefit of Australian consumers and the public of Australia generally.  

The agreement itself is quite interesting, and some of the dates around it are quite interesting. The most recent 
document I could find in relation to the “Competition Principles Agreement” made on 11 April 1995 was 
amended in April 2007. That is quite instructive, because, as we know, the nature of the federal government 
changed in 2007. There does not appear to me to have been any further amendment or progress on moving along 
the path of fuller and better competition and competitive neutrality since 2007. To me, that is quite a shame. It 
really does paint the federal government we have had since 2007 in the light I described earlier—one that is far 
more interested in division, far more interested in its own internal navel gazing and infighting than it is on 
providing genuine reform for Australia, and Western Australia in particular. I will talk a bit more about dates as 
we go on.  

The competitive neutrality policies and principles that underlined the issue we are facing with the Insurance 
Commission of WA today are embodied in the “Competition Principles Agreement” of 1995. It is worth reading 
some of them; I will not read them all. But just to clarify: Hon Ken Travers and some of the other members of 
the opposition claimed in their contributions—I am paraphrasing; I do not want to get it wrong—that somehow, 
because there was no direct competition for ICWA and that it was not competing in the market against other 
direct competitors, competitive neutrality principles did not apply to ICWA. The original agreement dispels that 
because it states quite clearly at 3.(1) — 

The objective of competitive neutrality policy is the elimination of resource allocation distortions 
arising out of the public ownership of entities engaged in significant business activities: 

So the test is whether the business is engaged in significant business activities. The agreement goes on to list a 
whole series of things the parties will impose on government business enterprises that undertake significant 
business activities, including — 

(i) full Commonwealth, State and Territory taxes or tax equivalent systems; 

(ii) debt guarantee fees directed towards offsetting the competitive advantages provided by 
government guarantees; and 

(iii) those regulations to which private sector businesses are normally subject, such as those 
relating to the protection of the environment, and planning and approval processes, on an 
equivalent basis to private sector competitors.  

It is very clear that it applies to all government business enterprises. It does not apply solely to those directly 
competing in a market. Further, each state government produced a policy statement on competitive neutrality 
based around these principles. The government of Western Australia’s policy statement in June 1996 again made 
it very clear that the guiding principle was whether any particular government enterprise was engaged in 
significant business activities. It made the point very clearly that in the absence of competitive neutrality, 
government businesses may use any net competitive advantage they enjoy to charge prices that do not match the 
full resource cost, which has an economic ramification in terms of resource allocation. That is the general 
principle. It was adhered to for many organisations. In Western Australia a number of those organisations were 
put on to that footing. Unfortunately ICWA was not. I think it is sad that it was not in the past. It is a good thing 
that it will be done in the future. It will give it the nature and discipline that was envisaged under these 
competition principles. That was recommended by Professor Hilmer in his report and was adopted back in the 
1990s and throughout the first decade of the 2000s by a majority of federal and state governments across 
Australia.  
The other issue that Hon Ken Travers made a lot of was that somehow or other as a government monopoly 
ICWA should not be subject to competitive neutrality; that this principle of competitive neutrality should 
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probably apply to the compulsory third party insurers of the states in which there is market competition. There 
are some states like that, for instance Victoria. Victoria’s Traffic Accident Commission—the equivalent of 
ICWA as far as the provision of compulsory third party insurance is concerned—has been subject to competitive 
neutrality since the year 2000. The argument that a monopoly provider that is not subject to any real, direct 
market competition within this state—ICWA—should not be subject to competitive neutrality is a furphy. It is 
one that does not stand up to any scrutiny. A very direct comparison with the Victorian monopoly provider 
indicates that it has been subject to these principles for over 13 years. We earlier discussed the fact it has been 
paying dividends to the Victorian government for quite a while.  

Another point that Hon Ken Travers seemed to labour was the mutuality he ascribed to ICWA somehow or other 
took it outside of competitive neutrality principles. 

Hon Ken Travers: I said it was more like a mutual scheme than a private company.  

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: It is certainly not a private company and it is certainly not a mutual scheme. 
The people who pay the premium buy some form of product or service. In this case it could be argued it is 
probably a combination of both. I would imagine it is fair to describe compulsory third party insurance as a 
service. People buy that service off the provider. They do not have any ownership of the organisation as 
purchasers of the product. We have to remember that not every Western Australian is a driver, not every Western 
Australian is the owner of a motor vehicle and not every Western Australian pays compulsory third party 
insurance. To ascribe the principles of mutuality to a compulsory third party insurer in my opinion is stretching 
the boundaries well beyond breaking point of what would be considered to be a true mutual. At the same time 
the policy holders, if we treat the service as an insurance contract, have no financial stake and no membership in 
the organisation. The organisation belongs to the public of Western Australia, not to those people in Western 
Australia who buy compulsory third party insurance. To ascribe mutuality principles to it again is a non sequitur. 
It follows, of course, that because not every Western Australian purchases products or services from this 
organisation, it is clearly important to set it on as true a commercial footing as possible. It is not a true 
commercial footing—there is no competition; there is no other competitor in the market—but it should be on as 
true a commercial footing as possible, because if it is not on as true a commercial footing as possible, we can get 
to the possibility, as described in those 1990s policy statements and in the Hilmer report, that there is a 
misallocation of resources, to the detriment of those Western Australians who are not insured by the Insurance 
Commission of WA, who do not own a motor vehicle and who do not pay insurance premiums. If we are looking 
at why there should be transparency and why there should be competitive neutrality in what is essentially a 
monopoly provider of compulsory third party insurance in the state of Western Australia, it is so that we do not 
disadvantage the people who do not buy the product or that we do not either disadvantage or unfairly advantage 
the people who buy the product. The potential for transfer is there, and that is why the state and the people of 
Western Australia should expect their organisation, the Insurance Commission of Western Australia, to abide by 
these principles so that there is not a transfer of expenses or costs to either those who are insured or those who 
are not insured. We put them on a level footing and provide proper transparency and proper commercial scrutiny 
of the insurance contract between owners of vehicles, and, therefore, usually drivers, and the insurance company 
providing the cover. 
The issue of interim dividends is another issue that I think I canvassed previously in the discussion in the 
committee stage. I was intending to discuss that further, but at this time of the night I do not necessarily think 
that I should subject all my colleagues to another dissertation on what essentially is going to be something that I 
have already said. Whilst I am in this place, I will try very hard not to unnecessarily repeat things I have said 
previously. 

Hon Ken Travers: Whilst you’re on that side of the chamber. 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: Hon Ken Travers, we will see how all that goes in good time. 

I want to stress again that the introduction of national competition policy in the 1990s was essentially bipartisan. 
There was enormous goodwill. At that time when the principles were first introduced, the states and territories 
had a multitude of governments. I think that slightly more state governments comprised Liberal–National Party 
governments than Labor governments, but certainly the Labor government was in power federally. Everyone 
entered into it with enormous goodwill. The governments changed. The state government has changed political 
colour. In 1996, the federal government certainly changed political colour. Throughout the next 15-odd years to 
about 2006 or 2007, governments of all political colours continued to undertake the reform process that led to far 
more transparent and far more competitive government trading enterprises. Some of those government trading 
enterprises were subject to market forces and direct market competition. Others were privatised, for want of a 
better word, or corporatised. Still others, such as ICWA, the Western Australian power utilities and the Victorian 
and South Australian examples we spoke about, were not subject to market forces or privatised and remained 
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owned by the state. However, the principles of competitive neutrality have been applied, and the net benefits 
have been enormous. In one of his interjections, Hon Ken Travers talked about the payments that were made to 
encourage this reform process and to encourage the change in attitude towards government trading enterprises 
over that 15-year period. Those payments were made primarily in recognition of the dislocation that may have 
been caused to some sectors of the economy as we moved from this tightly controlled, arcane, non-competitive 
government model into a far more competitive model that provided transparency of costs and revenues and 
ensured that people were not disadvantaged by particular silos within government, sucking up resources unfairly 
and to the detriment of other areas that the government could be spending its money on.  

I think it was a wonderful process, one that had great goodwill, and I must put it on the record that I am very, 
very disappointed at the fact that that process seems to have stalled in the middle of the last decade—probably 
around about 2006 or 2007. I ascribe a lot of that stalling over the last five or six years, unfortunately, to the fact 
that the federal government, which was such a leader over such a long period and through a change of 
government in the mid-1990s, changed in 2007. I hope that in the near future that can be corrected by changing 
the federal government and then, following that, changing the attitude towards driving further gains and further 
reforms that will benefit all Australians through the introduction of stronger competition and transparency in the 
way that we do business as governments across as many areas of government as we possibly can. I hope, in that 
regard, that I have the bipartisan support of members of this house, because the benefits are quite clear. It is not 
ideological; the proof is in the pudding and the reform process, as recommended by Professor Hilmer and 
adopted by the Keating Labor government and continued by the Howard Liberal–National government and 
implemented by all the states over that time, was extremely successful and is an economic reform that this nation 
should be proud of. I just wish we could have more of it, and I wish we had more leadership from the federal 
government to continue to embark on those sorts of reforms to drive growth and prosperity in our country. 
There are a couple of other issues that I want to touch on briefly; firstly, the issue of no-fault schemes. Some 
states have no-fault schemes; Western Australia does not. I do not have any objection to no-fault schemes; 
however, we have to be cognisant of what they mean. The first thing is a significant increase in premiums for 
Western Australian motorists. There is absolutely no doubt about that; it may lead to an almost doubling of 
premiums, if the experience in other states is any guide. 

Hon Ken Travers: Even the Premier has not claimed that sort of an increase. 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: I said it may; if we use the Victorian example of a no-fault scheme, the 
average premium there is in the high $400s; our average premium is around $250. I do not think it would reach 
that amount, and I do not necessarily think that we should limit our debate on no-fault schemes solely to the 
effect they might have on premiums. It is a debate we have to have, and we have to have it to bring the public 
with us. If there is appetite for that debate, we can have it in the future. However, one thing that stands out as 
driving costs in a no-fault scheme is the dichotomy of no fault on one hand and an adversarially driven process 
to determine payments on the other hand. Any no-fault scheme that we have looked at that has no fault on one 
side so that people do not have to go to court to prove fault—I say this as a lawyer and having been a practitioner 
in the past—has a determination of payments driven by an adversarial process that leads to a significant 
escalation in costs. 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Simon O’Brien): Order, member! I just offer some assistance. All of the 
member’s contribution up until now has been within the realm of a third reading debate. I have been following 
his remarks very closely. However, I do fear that he is on the verge of straying into infringing standing order 141 
by introducing a new argument and expanding the debate beyond what is contained in the bill; and that is 
perhaps where he is going with the consideration of alternative schemes and their merits. I know that the member 
is trying to bring his remarks to a close. I am sorry to interrupt him but I thought I had better assist in that way. 

Hon PETER KATSAMBANIS: Mr Deputy President, I appreciate your guidance and advice in that matter. I 
have tried, as you rightly pointed out, to stay within the bounds of debate and I will bring back my comments to 
make sure I stay within that debate. 
With my comments on the concept of a no-fault scheme, which was quite readily discussed by a number of 
speakers in the second reading debate, I will bring my contribution on this bill to a close. In closing, I put on 
record that I as a member of the government support the bill as it is presented to the house. 

HON KEN TRAVERS (North Metropolitan) [9.37 pm]: I want to make a couple of comments. I said that the 
current scheme acts like a mutual scheme in that the people who pay the premiums get the benefit because 
although someone else might be paid, the reason they get paid is because they have a claim against the person 
who has paid the premium. Currently, if a surplus is generated out of that, it stays within the organisation. Those 
are in my view the primary elements of a mutual scheme, and that is the way it should continue. I understand 
fully the history of the national competition policy. I would suggest to the member who just spoke that if he goes 
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back and has a look at it, he will find that the national competition policy started to fall into decline when 
national competition payments ceased to be made. That was what brought states along for the ride on national 
competition policy. I think the member might find that the competition payments dried up a little before the 
election of the Rudd government, although there were still obligations. We still have a potato marketing board in 
Western Australia because of a process that was gone through as part of the requirements of competition policy. 
The policy did not give an ironclad role to ICWA. My view is that it clearly did not require a dividend to be 
charged to ICWA because we would have done that a lot earlier than we are doing tonight if that had been the 
case.  

The key issue to put on the record is that I have absolutely no doubt that this legislation will result in higher 
premiums. The government tries to argue otherwise. Time will tell who is right or wrong. It is my view that there 
will be higher premiums. Also if the Bell case is settled in favour of the government, that money will be taken 
straight out, rather than it being left in there so that premiums could be kept down in the future. In many ways 
premiums will rise. That is the decision of the house. That is what it wants to do. Labor is saying that it does not 
support that. So far as the Labor Party is concerned, this bill is a broken promise. The government gave clear 
indications it would not take dividends out of ICWA. It is now its intention to do so. That will lead to higher 
premiums—be it on the government’s head.  
Last night the minister said that three months ago the people trusted the government. She is right. The question is 
about whether the government is returning that trust or betraying it. My view is this bill betrays it.  

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a third time and passed. 
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